The Ultimate Social Sciences Online Library

SAGE Knowledge is the ultimate social sciences digital library
for students, researchers, and faculty. Hosting more than
4,200 titles, it includes an expansive range of SAGE eBook and
eReference content, including scholarly monographs, reference
works, handbooks, series, professional development titles, and
more.
The platform allows researchers to cross-search and seamlessly
access a wide breadth of must-have SAGE book and reference
content from one source.
SAGE Knowledge brings together high-quality content from
across our imprints.

knowledge.sagepub.com
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High-quality books and reference from across our imprints
SAGE Knowledge contains more than 3,300
carefully selected titles by world-class authors on
hot topics across the social sciences. It includes
academic and supplementary titles that contribute
to the knowledge base of students and researchers,
foundational books in core areas of research
and debate, accessible student reference, and
numerous practical professional titles in education.

Available on SAGE Knowledge
Introducing SAGE Navigator, the essential social sciences literature review tool covering more than 330 topics in 10 subject
areas. SAGE Navigator provides a starting point for postgraduate students and faculty for their literature review process.
With an extensive guide to the topic, written by an internationally renowned academic, it provides users with guidance
through the seminal pieces in the literature – journal articles, book chapters, and more. Hosted on SAGE Knowledge,
SAGE Navigator provides everything researchers across the social sciences need to kick start their literature review.

Nearly 550 must-have CQ Press and SAGE Reference titles
are now hosted on SAGE Knowledge. The addition of the CQ
Press reference list adds a huge amount of valuable content
from across the political science discipline. This collection
includes winners of many prestigious awards:
• RUSA Outstanding Reference Sources
• Choice Outstanding Academic Titles
• Booklist Editors’ Choice: Reference Sources
• Library Journal Best Reference

Now available on SAGE Knowledge–CQ Press Reference!
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Benefits for students and faculty:
Your users will benefit from the following functionality – developed in partnership with faculty,
librarians, and students:
• Full text HTML display
• Book portal pages
• Table of contents navigation
• Ability to easily change text size
• Chapter print and PDF download options

Related Content
Using semantic technology, SAGE Knowledge will suggest additional, relevant content to the user in other books on the site
and in SAGE’s other products—SAGE Journals and SAGE Research Methods—providing the library has access.

Personalized Research
Patrons can use the “My Account” feature to create reading lists and save searches.

Search and Browse
• Quick Search across the platform
• Advanced Search with Boolean functions across the platform
• Search within the chapter / entry and search within the title feature
• Filter search results by content type, publication date, and subject area

Advanced search features

User-friendly interface

Sign up for a free trial now at: knowledge.sagepub.com
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Testimonials
“The addition of SAGE and CQ Press products strengthens our collection of
eResources in the Social Sciences, the products will be of use to faculty and
students across disciplines. We’re pleased to offer these new resources to the
University of Toronto academic community”
—Larry Alford, Chief Librarian,University of Toronto Libraries
“Librarians at University of Queensland know SAGE to be a high quality, scholarly
publisher with particular strengths in the Social and Behavioural Sciences.
The Library¹s collection already comprises of many SAGE titles to support
the teaching and research needs of staff and students.... SAGE Knowledge...
provides our users with convenient access to quality information via an easy
to use interface”
—Robert Gerrity, Librarian, University of Queensland

Benefits for librarians:
Discover!

Flexible purchasing!

Content is discoverable by major search engines at the title
and chapter level to ensure students find SAGE content no
matter where they start their search.

SAGE Knowledge offers flexible pricing models within
collections designed to meet different needs.
See page 6 for more information.

• MARC Records and COUNTER reports available
• DOIs registered for each title and chapter; deposited
in CrossRef and displayed as permanent URLs
• Unlimited simultaneous usage of all SAGE eBooks

Citation options including export
to End Note, RefWorks, and other
citation manager software

Email Chapter Link and Share
features for social sites
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Choose the SAGE Knowledge
Collection that fits your budget
and your needs!
SAGE Knowledge offers flexible pricing models within collections
designed to meet different needs. Reference titles are also available
to purchase individually.
•
•
•
•

Complete Collection—More than 4,200 titles
Complete Books Collection—More than 3,300 titles
Complete Reference Collection—Nearly 550 titles
CQ Press Reference Collections

SAGE Knowledge Subject Collections
Available for:
• R
 eference only
• B
 ooks only
• R
 eference plus Books

Subject Collections Available:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

 usiness & Management
B
Counseling
Criminology
Education
Geography
Health & Social Care
Media & Communication
Politics & International Relations
Psychology
Sociology

SAGE Navigator Collection
• More than 330 titles available as a standalone collection or
together with the range of SAGE Knowledge collections
Contact librarysales@sagepub.com for the title lists or to learn
how SAGE can help you build your online reference and book
collection.
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Award-winning electronic
products from SAGE and
CQ Press for libraries
and consortia

Find out more!
Get in touch with your
sales contact for
SAGE Knowledge.
If you would like a complete list of the titles available
on SAGE Knowledge, or if you have questions
regarding any of SAGE’s electronic products,
please contact the following:

SAGE Journals is home to more than 700 journals online, including
many in partnerships with professional associations and societies.
The SAGE Journals platform holds one of the largest and most
powerful collections of business, humanities, social sciences,
and science, technical, and medical content in the world and is
supported by HighWire Press’ “2.0” technology (H2O).

North America or Canada, contact
librarysales@sagepub.com.
Europe, the Middle East and Africa,
contact librarysales@sagepub.co.uk.
South Asia, contact Mukesh Jain
at journalsubs@sagepub.in,
SAGE Publications India Pvt. Ltd.

SAGE Research Methods—SAGE’s online research methods
product—is the place to go for researchers, faculty, and students
carrying out research projects. SAGE Research Methods links
together more than 175,000 pages of SAGE’s renowned book,
journal and reference content with truly advanced search and
discovery tools.

Asia-Pacific, contact Rosalia da Garcia
at rosalia.garcia@sagepub.co.uk, SAGE
Publications, Asia-Pacific Pte. Ltd.
Latin America and the Caribbean, contact Analu
Sant’Anna at analu.santanna@sagepub.co.uk.

CQ Press Reference- now available on SAGE Knowledge- is your
portal into a world of authoritative, award-winning political science
resources that meet the research needs of the most demanding
students and scholars.

Librarian
eNewsletter
Sign up for the Librarian eNewsletter. Be in the
know with all SAGE products, conferences,
discounts and special offers in your areas.

State Stats is a visual database that delivers a dynamic and
engaging user experience that is unmatched in other resources.
Featuring data from more than 80 different government and nongovernment sources, it is backed by a rich collection of more
than 2,000 current and historical data series on popular topics of
research interest. State Stats uniquely allows users to discover,
view, and export key information measures for the 50 states and
the District of Columbia.

www.sagepub.com/emailAlerts.sp

Coming soon: Local Stats!
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Easily visualize and analyze data and statistics about the U.S.
government and political process with U.S. Political Stats.
Users will discover a wealth of carefully databased content,
including data on all three branches of the U.S. government
and the American voter.
This powerful tool lets users compare different types of data,
for example voting records with demographic characteristics,
to create datasets and visualizations that bring unique insight
into the political process. Designed to be intuitive for the
novice researcher, yet robust enough for senior political
scientists, the platform allows users to create graphs, charts,
and maps to allow for a quick analysis of data trends. Data
can also be exported to allow for more in-depth manipulation
and analysis.

The diverse data holdings include:
• Biographical data on members of Congress, presidents,
and Supreme Court justices
• Campaign finance records for federal candidates
• Demographics
• Economic indicators
• General, special, and primary election results
• Roll call tallies for all congressional floor votes
• Interest group scores for members of Congress
• Voting scores for members of Congress, analyzing
legislative voting patterns
• Presidential performance indicators
• Public approval scores of government institutions
• Supreme Court case data

Contact librarysales@sagepub.com to learn more about U.S. Political Stats.

Sign Up for
the SAGE
Librarians’
Newsletter

Sign up for the
SAGE Librarians’ Newsletter
www.sagepub.com/emailAlerts.sp

Sign Up for
the SAGE
Librarians’
Newsletter

Find out more!

www.facebook.com/sagelibrarynews

Get in touch with your sales contact
for SAGE Knowledge.
See page 6 for contact information

http://twitter.com/sagelibrarynews

knowledge.sagepub.com

